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Abstract—Online course has created many success stories since its inceptions. It has opened opportunities for learners, instructors, universities, companies, and other organizations to fulfill their needs in education and even creates
new needs which previously are unthinkable possible. Online course providers
have central roles in bridging and fulfilling the needs of these many parties.
This paper modelled online course services based on identification of the needs
for online course in a form of activity flow diagrams. The model also includes
the context diagram of stakeholders involved and the entity relationship diagram. Primary service components of major online course providers and activities involved in each service are identified. Based on these service components,
a comparison of services offered by major online course providers is given. The
needs of services that are least or not yet satisfied from online course providers
are also identified to show that there are still opportunities to enhance the current services.
Keywords—online course, needs identification, service models, comparison
study

1

Introduction

According to a New York Times best seller book, Second Machine Age, we live in
an age where automation makes human and software-driven machines substitutes,
rather than complements. In order to survive in this new age, it is necessary for human
to educate themselves to be more creative. Pursuing education in the most excellent
environment is the best option to acquire such creativity. Unfortunately, the likelihood
to receive the best education for every single person is often limited by financial ability or geographical reachability. The demands for college education therefore are
increasing but they are expensive and cause many people to go into debt [1].
Fortunately, several world-class universities have acknowledged this complication
by sharing their course materials through publicly available online courses. Stanford
University pioneered this option through Stanford Online in 2006. Since then, there
are at least 21 other online course providers [2] with Coursera, Udacity, and edX
currently dominating the market [3]. Recent data show the increase in numbers of
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providers and their online programs are also accompanied by the increase in enrolled
participants [4].
There are at least three types of online courses available as of recently. Massive
Open Online Course (MOOC) is the most popular one, allowing its participants to
explore available courses for free. MOOC providers, such as Coursera, edX, and
Udacity, establish a platform allowing any universities to publish their courses online.
Closed Online Course (COC), on the other hand, is self-maintained by individual
university to publish their courses. Harvard and Arizona State University Online
Learning are the popular examples of this type. The term “closed” refers to the fact
that registration fee is required to gain access to its available courses. The last type of
online course, Online Degree (OD), focuses on providing a degree for its participants
through a set of online courses. To achieve this goal, most OD providers, such as 2u,
collaborate with several universities to create a set of online courses required for a
degree. However, there are several instances where OD provider arrange their own
degree-earning courses, such as University of Phoenix.
Online course has been a popular research topic due to its rising trends. Aparicio et
al. has identified the participants, technology, and services related to e-learning [5]
and also presented the business model of various types of online courses [6].
Zhenghao et al. reported that most participant in online courses received career and
educational benefits [7]. Onah et al. analyzed the dropout rate of online courses and
the reasons behind it [8]. Dillahunt et al. has investigated which online course services
providing more assistance for economically disadvantaged populations [9]. Additionally, the report by The Learning House, Inc. presents comprehensive data about online
college trends and its key findings in 2017 [4]. However, none of the studies aims to
identify the needs for online course and the available services to fulfill them.
The motivation of this study is to understand these needs and the service model designed to satisfy them. The first step is to identify the needs from many different user
perspectives based on their motivation and goals. Based on this finding, stakeholders
involved in producing and delivering online course services can be identified, along
with their relationships. This study is then continued to obtain the models of several
types of online course services based on their activity flow showing how they fulfill
the needs. Finally, comparison between several major providers is given.

2

Needs for Online Courses

Battushig, a 16 years old student from Mongolia, is the most exemplary story of
how online course open possibilities for people from any country, age, and background to obtain the best education. He enrolled in a course by MIT through MOOC
and achieved the perfect score. Due to his excellent achievement, Battushig was offered an admission to MIT with full scholarship [10]. His story is just one of many
others revealing the existence of individuals with great potential and eagerness to
learn but limited by access, time, and financial availability to pursue a formal education at the best universities [9]. Their motivations are simply seeking educational
and/or career benefits [7]. Improved skill and knowledge are important goals in pursu-
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ing education, but some learners also seek a certificate of course completion to upgrade their resume. Nowadays, their goals are widely expanding into seeking specialization or professional/technical certification, degree, and ultimately landing job offer
[4].
The presence of online course also satisfies the needs from instructor’s perspective
to reach wider audience and find brilliant perspective students. Professor Sebastian
Thrun from Stanford University began to question his traditional lecture style with
200 students attending while there are billions of people around the world connected
to the Internet [11]. When his first online course was attended by 160,000 students
across the world, Thrun realized that none of his top 400 students were Stanford students, showing the many talents available that are not yet served.
In the nascent year of online course, American Council of Education approved
several online courses as credits [12]. This approval motivates many universities to
join partnership with online course providers to publish their courses [13], the latest
of which is Penn State University with FutureLearn [14]. In this digital age, universities need to utilize online courses to either expand their impact across the globe [14,
15], search for best students across the world [10], or reduce the educational cost [16].
For example, Purdue University has acquired for-profit Kaplan University and transform it to non-profit to extend its reach into online and adult education [17]. These
movements represent the increasing needs of universities to serve online course.
Company and other organization also requires the presence of online course for
several purposes such as conducting online training for their employees [18], recruiting talented persons [19], and also offering some courses [20, 21]. Google, for example, collaborate with Udacity to hold one of its technical exam through Udacity [22]
as well as creating preparation courses for the exam [23]. The needs for online course
from many different perspectives are summarized in Table 1. .
Table 1. Needs for Online Course
Perspective

Needs

Learner

• Self-esteem/Skill development
• Course certificate
• Specialization certificate
• Technical certificate
• Degree
• Professional certificate
• Job

Instructor

• Reach greater audience for their courses
• Teach brilliant students

University

• Expand impact
• Reduce educational cost
• Look for best talents
• Offer courses and degree

Company/ Organization

• Employee training
• Recruit talents
• Offer courses

Product Certifier

• Offer preparation courses for technical certification
• Offer technical certification exam
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This variety of needs motivates the necessity of providing and bridging those needs
by establishing online course services. The needs for online course are expanding
over time, opening new opportunities for other parties to collaborate and potentially
enrich the perspective of needs. In other words, both well-established online course
providers and new ones will always have a great chance to fill the gaps between the
needs and the services provided and even to create new needs.
Learners’ needs are the most crucial factor in online course services due to their
central role in sustaining and boosting the popularity of online course providers.
Learners have a variety of needs for online course in a sequence order which represents degree of difficulty. Most learners only participate in some free courses out of
curiosity, either to obtain knowledge and skill (Kolowich, Coursera Takes a Nuanced
View of MOOC Dropout Rates, 2013) or to satisfy their self-esteem (Wang & Baker,
2015).
However, there are several who enrolls to obtain course certificate. For such learners, specialization certificate is available as an option after passing a set of courses
and completing a final project. Afterwards, they can obtain a technical certificate by
taking an official examination held by certain product certifier. Alternatively, they
might want to submit their course certificates as credits and continue taking the remaining courses required to get a degree from a university. Some degree holders, such
as Bachelor of Psychology or Accounting, even enrich their work experience and
intend to be a certified professional by taking a professional certification held by
professional association. On top of those needs, they want to seek jobs matching their
acquired certificates and/or degrees. The hierarchy of these needs can be depicted as a
needs ladder in Fig. 1. The arrows indicate the possible sequence to achieve them.

Fig. 1. The learners’ needs ladder
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3

Online Course Stakeholder

3.1

Stakeholders Identification

Based on their theoretical framework of e-learning, Aparicio et al. divided e- learning systems stakeholders into 5 groups: Customer, Supplier, Board and Shareholder,
Professional Association, and Special Interest Group [5]. However, based on needs
analysis conducted in previous section, here the stakeholders of online courses are
identified as: Learner, Instructor, University, Company/Organization, and Product
Certifier. The role of Learner is to learn courses in order to achieve their needs. Instructor is responsible to create courses based on his/her expertise. University publishes their courses as credit earning units as well as granting degree for accomplished
learners. Company and Organization design online training for their employees and
create courses as a mean for recruiting qualified learners seeking for jobs. Product
Certifiers are companies that grant technical certificate for Learner enrolled on their
courses, such as Google, Cisco, and Microsoft.
These identified stakeholders alone are not sufficient to deliver online courses.
They require the presence of Provider to establish and maintain online course services
to serve as their interaction platform. The responsibility of Provider is to provide
infrastructure and technology as a platform to ensure that online courses are publicly
available. Additionally, even though Professional Association has no need for online
courses, the system requires their presence to legitimate professional certification. As
a matter of convenience, we also add Society as the source of learners and instructors.
3.2

Stakeholders Relationship

The next important issue after identifying stakeholders is to address the relationship between stakeholders. Learner can be any individual from Society or any employee from Company or other Organization. Instructor can be any expert from University, Company/Organization, or Society, who intend to create and teach their own
courses. When learners seek a degree, they need to directly contact a University. University creates courses and possibly contact Company to obtain real technical data and
practical problems as needed. This collaboration emerges in developing capstone
projects which are based on real-world problems [26]. Learner seeks Professional/Technical Certificate needs to contact Professional Association or Product Certifier. Stakeholders, their roles, and the relationship among them can be depicted using
context diagram as typically used in process modeling [27]. This relationship diagram
is shown in Fig. 2.
Based on Fig. 2, Provider serves as the bridge connecting and overseeing all other
stakeholders through their crucial role on maintaining online course services. However, it should be noted that there is no direct relationship between Professional Association and Provider due to lack of professional exam currently held through online
course providers. This could be an opportunity for any Provider to build partnership
with Professional Association in near future.
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Fig. 2. Context Diagram of Online Course Services

This diagram fully describes Stakeholders’ relationship in MOOC service. Based
on the definition of COC service from previous section, the role of Provider is taken
over by University since they maintained their own online course services. Meanwhile the context diagram for OD service only contains part of the above diagram
focusing on granting degree for Learner. Therefore, COC and OD services can be
concluded as subsets of MOOC service with fewer stakeholders and simpler relationships.

4

Activity Flows of Online Course Services

The next step in modelling online course services is to identify activity flows of
online course services. Learners have variety of needs and each of those can be
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achieved through a corresponding series of activities maintained by Provider. The
required activities for each need can be modelled as a flow diagram commonly used
in any process modeling [27].
4.1

Skill Development and Course Certification

In the early year of online course services, only around 10% of learners in MOOC
complete their courses, despite the high number of enrollments. Their main aim at that
time is to explore contents of a course and move on to other courses [8, 24]. However,
GetSmarter recently has claimed that approximately 90% of their learners complete
the courses [28]. Despite those facts, these learners only intend no further than to
develop their skill or to achieve a course certificate.
Enrolling in online course allows learners to learn its materials and complete the
assessments to advance their own skill. Online course providers typically allow them
to explore courses as many as possibly, either simultaneously or serially. However,
they can obtain course certificate after attaining passing grade and paying certification
fee. Activity flow required to develop skill and/or pursue course certificate are summarized in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Flow Diagram for Skill Development and Course Certification

4.2

Specialization and Technical Certification

To acquire more comprehensive and complex skill and knowledge, learners must
complete a series of courses and a final project in a specialization program. To earn
certificate, they must pass the grade requirement of each course, complete final project, and then pay the certification fee. More prestigious certification program is technical certification granted by Product Certifiers. In some cases, online course provider
provides a preparation program for technical certification. For example, a specialization program on Android Developer designed by Google and delivered through Udacity can be taken as a preparation program for Android Developer Certification exam
[23]. Activity flow required to obtain specialization and/or technical certificates are
summarized in Fig. 4.
As illustrated in Fig. 4, there are several possible paths to achieve these certificates.
Path comprises of only solid lines is for learners already possess course certificate(s)
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Fig. 4. Flow Diagram for Specialization and Technical Certification

and paths contain dashed lines are for new learners directly apply to specialization
certificate and/or technical certificate. Learners previously completed some courses
required in a specialization program only need to enroll in the remaining courses and
final project. New learners can enroll in technical certification directly because there
is no prerequisite to take technical certification exam.
4.3

Degree Granting and Professional Certification

It is possible for learners to pursue a degree through online course. There are numerous online courses officially approved by several universities. Successful completion of those coursers will be acknowledged as credits for earning a degree from affiliated University. After the completion, learners have the possibility to either complete
the remaining courses by enrolling in University or continue pursuing online courses.
Learners who choose online course, however, must complete special courses, which
are courses especially maintained by University. Although these courses also delivered online, the evaluation and supervision are directly and rigorously handled by
lecturers from University [29].
Degree of certain fields of study, such Psychology or Accounting, allow its holders
to become professional in their fields after passing the requirement and examination
held by related Professional Association. This type of certification program ensures
the qualification of its holder to perform a professional job or task related to specific
fields. The activity flow required to get degree and professional certificate are summarized in Fig. 5.
Fig. 5 illustrate several possible paths to achieve a degree or professional certificate, depending whether learners already possessed a certification from online courses
or not. The paths containing only solid lines are the paths for those already have some
certificates and the paths containing some dashed lines are for new learners without
any certificate. Learners who have completed some online courses published by University can submit the certificates to University which publishes the courses as credits
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Fig. 5. Flow Diagram for University Degree Granting & Professional Certification

earning, and if approved, they can continue to enroll the remaining courses required in
the curriculum for a degree. After obtaining a degree, a learner who also wants to
obtain a professional certificate must fulfill the minimum requirement and experience
determined by Professional Association and pass the examination. New learners must
register to a University as degree-seeking student before enrolling in online courses
required to get a degree. A new learner who already hold a degree is allowed to apply
for professional certification directly.
4.4

Job Offering

Online course also provides opportunities for learners to seek jobs through the Provider after completing at least specialization certification. Many companies and organizations partnering with Providers offer jobs to some talented learners based on
their progress and achievement during the courses and assessments. This hiring partnership is already maintained by Udacity with forward-looking companies in the
world such as Mercedes-Benz, AT&T, NVIDIA, IBM, and many more [29]. Activities conducted by online course provider to offer a job to successful learners are very
limited and are not well maintained yet by providers as summarized in Fig. 6.
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Fig. 6. Flow Diagram for Job Offering

4.5

Continuation of Services

All service models presented above can be combined into a continuation of services. Such continuing combination can be described by a flow diagram as shown in
Fig. 7. There are many paths for learners to pursue their needs, depending on whether
they already have specific needs in mind when enrolling in online courses. The paths
comprise only solid lines are for learners gradually pursuing their needs in accordance
with needs ladder, while paths contain some dashed lines are for learners seeking to
satisfy their specific needs at a time.
4.6

Entities Involved in Service Model

In modelling online course services, it is necessary to show the relations of entities
involved using Entity Relationship Diagram (ERD) (Dennis, Wixom, & Roth, 2012).
Stakeholders identified in previous section serve as the primary entities. The relations
among these entities can be constructed through additional (secondary) entities identified in the activities flow diagrams of previous section, which are: Courses,
Course/Specialization Certificate, Technical Certificate, Degree, Professional Certificate, and Job. The relationship among entities in online course service model is depicted in Fig. 8. In the figure there is an additional secondary entity called Talent
which represent talented learners identified by Provider among Learner to be promoted to University and/or Company/Organization.
The boxes represent entities involved in online course services with secondary entities written in italic and the arrows represent the relationship among entities. Even
though Society is identified as one of the stakeholders in the context diagram, it is not
included in the diagram because it does not require any secondary entity to be associated with other stakeholders. From this diagram, Course is the most involved entity in
online course services. It is therefore can be assumed that Course is the main attraction in online course which can be utilized of Provider to attract Learner. In other
words, Provider will have more opportunity to reach wider participants by delivering
Course from multiple stakeholders and promoting it as the best way for Learner in
achieving their needs.
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Fig. 7. Flow Diagram of Overall Online Course Services
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Fig. 8. Entity Relationship Diagram of Online Course Services

5

Service Comparison of Major Online Course Providers

Based on the proposed service model, the comparison of major online course providers can be drawn. Coursera, edX, Udacity, Udemy, FutureLearn, and GetSmarter
represent MOOC Provider, while ASU Online represent COC Provider and 2u represent OD Provider.
Coursera offers numerous open courses created by multiple universities. Learner
can access all course materials and assessments for free, but need to fulfill the passing
grade and pay a certification fee to obtain a course certificate. Coursera also offers
Specialization Certification, a set of career-oriented courses and a project to achieve
deeper understanding and higher skills that may end up with Degree. University of
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign for example offers several online-degree program
through Coursera. Additionally, Coursera offers training and development program
for employees of Companies/Organizations which can choose courses specifically
matched its needs [30].
Similarly, edX offers four services: Open Course, Course Certificate, Professional
Certificate, edX Credit, and XSeries program. Professional Certificate referred in here
is different than one granted by Professional Association as previously explained; it is
more similar to Specialization Certificate in Coursera. Learner can also obtain credits
to pursue Degree from a participating university by enrolling in a series of its undergraduate or graduate courses through edX Credit program. XSeries program offers
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deep understanding of interesting and popular subjects. In addition, edX offers employee training and development program to Company/Organization [31].
Udacity offers three services: Open Course, Course Certificate, and Nano Degree.
Nano Degree program is a series of technical courses designed by experts from world
top companies. It is not a degree by conventional mean, rather similar to Specialization Certificate. Learner completed this program has an opportunity to get job offer
from partner companies. Udacity also offers employees training and development
program to Company/Organization. Additionally, Udacity provides a free-service for
companies to hire prospectus/talented Udacity’s learners as their employees [32].
Udemy offers Open Course and Course Certificate for Learner and employee training and development program for Company/Organization. Udemy’s available courses
are not designed for degree taking credit, but for improving technical skills or preparing technical certification exams. In that matter, Udemy provides a platform for individual experts not affiliated with universities or companies to create courses to be
offered for free or for a tuition [33].
FutureLearn offers free courses, course certification, specialization, and onlinedegree for Learner [34]. GetSmarter focuses on providing career-oriented course
certification for Learner and employee online training for Company [35].
Some universities offer online courses for their registered students. One of them is
Arizona State University through its ASU Online. ASU Online offers undergraduate/graduate degree, graduate/undergraduate certificate, undergraduate minor, and
undergraduate exploratory. The degree program is available for degree-seeking learners from any countries, the certificate program is a set of courses for preparing professional examination or work, the minor program is designed for earning credits before
taking a real-degree program, and the exploratory program is designed for learners
from high school who want to explore variety of courses matching their interest. ASU
Online do not offer open courses (Arizona State University, 2017).
On the other hand, 2u is an Online-Degree Provider. While ASU online-degree is
offered and developed only by Arizona State University, 2u partners with multiple
colleges and universities to develops courses and offers online degrees (2u Inc.,
2017). The service comparison among several online course providers is summarized
in Table 2. .
In order to attract learners, each Provider has its own strategy. While Coursera,
edX, FutureLearn, GetSmarter, and 2u have a strong partnership with University in
providing academic courses, Udacity build a relation with Companies in offering
technical certification and job offer for their learners. ASU Online only offers specialization certificate and degree for its students. Unlike the other providers, Udemy has
its own uniqueness by allowing any individual experts to be instructor and create
his/her own courses. However, despite the uniqueness of each provider, major drawbacks drawn from this comparison are that neither of these major providers offers
professional certificate program and only Udacity offers technical certificate program
and job opportunity.
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Udemy

FutureLearn

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

Specialization certificate

V

V

V

2u

Udacity

V

Course certificate

ASU Online

edX

Skill development

Services

GetSmarter

Coursera

Table 2. Service Comparison of Major Online Course Providers

For Learner

Technical certificate

V

V

V

V

V

V

Professional certificate
Degree

V

Job

V

V

For Instructor
Create courses

V

For University
Create courses

V

V

Offer credit courses

V

V

Offer degree

V

V

V

V

V

V
V

V

For Company/Organization
Employee training/development

V

V

Hire employee
Create courses

V

V

V

V

V

V

V
V

V

For Product Certifier
Create preparation courses for technical
certification

V

Technical certification exam

V

6

Conclusions

Online course opens up many opportunities to fulfill the needs of those who are
limited by access, time, and financial availability to educate themselves. This paper
has presented that Learner and other stakeholders have a variety of needs for online
course and providers possess the key role in bridging those needs. From the models
presented in this paper, it is possible to make comparison among online course providers. The comparison shows that to reach wider participants, Provider needs to
maximize the utilization of their courses as the best resources for Learner to achieve
their needs. Most importantly, this comparison concludes that most Provider only
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focus on providing services for skill development, course/specialization certificate,
and degree. This implies that services for professional/technical certification and job
have yet to be explored. To realize these yet unfulfilled services, Provider should
convince other stakeholders to partner in delivering such services. In other words, the
opportunities for online course providers to expand their services by involving more
stakeholders are still widely open. As a future research, this study can be expanded to
a more comprehensive model and comparison by including financial and technical
aspects of online course services. Another potential future research is expanding the
number of online course providers studied.
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